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 I. a. Introduction

 The Iranian revolution of 1978/79 has made the term "Islamic

 fundamentalism" popular world-wide. Since Ayatollah Khomeini's
 triumphant return to Iran in February 1979, the world knows that
 "Islam" can stand not only for a belief system, but also for a highly
 dynamic political ideology based on the presumed fundamentals
 of this belief system. Khomeini's arrival in Teheran marked the
 turning-point of a revolution that had before been mainly led by
 leftist groups (some of which also showed a committment to Is-

 1 This paper has been written during the academic year of 1995/96 within the
 framework of the research group Nationalism: Comparative Studies, as part of the
 project 'Europe in the Middle East: Political Key Concepts in the Dialogue of
 Cultures', a joint research program of the Van Leer Jerusalem Institute and the
 Wissenschaftskolleg zu Berlin, and supported by the Volkswagen Stiftung. Here
 I would like to thank all the research group's members for the many interesting
 and stimulating discussions in which I could take part during that year, and to
 which this paper owes a lot. My special thanks go also to Raoul Motika (Heidel-
 berg) with whom I had very helpful discussions at various stages of this paper.

 ? Koninklijke Brill BV, Leiden, 1999  Die Welt des Islams 39, 2
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 LUDWIG PAUL

 lam), with the religious forces only gradually gaining momentum.
 After February 1979 the religious forces systematically seized and
 consolidated the political power within the newly-shaped state.
 Their last rival, the communist Tudeh Party, was eliminated from
 Iranian political life in 1983.

 Besides the historical fact that the Iranian Revolution was not

 predominantly Islamic at its beginning and in its earlier stages,2 it
 soon became clear that "Islam", or the ideology bearing its name,
 was not the revolutionary government's only ideological driving
 force. There were other factors, as well, determining the course of
 Iranian government politics. One of these was, during the struggle
 for power against the various leftist groups, the necessity to take
 over parts of their ideology (resp. ideologies), nominally at least,
 in order to neutralize these political rivals ideologically, thereby
 often giving new interpretations to single ideological issues.3 An-
 other important long-term factor was that the Islamic Republic of
 Iran (IRI), just like Iran before the Revolution, happened to be a
 nation state among other nation states, and therefore could not
 help pursuing a policy of "national interest" (however this is actu-
 ally defined).

 Several studies have dealt with nationalist tendencies of Iranian

 politics after the Revolution contradicting the universalist claims
 inherent in Iranian-Islamic ideology. Most of these studies have
 investigated aspects of Iranian national policy which can be sub-
 sumed under "Realpolitik", e.g. the need to tame rebellious ethnic
 minorities who want to split up the nation; organizing national
 defense against the Iraqi invasion in September 1980; or doing
 business with countries to which the IRI is ideologically opposed.
 Other aspects include such well-known facts such as that the presi-
 dent of the Islamic Republic of Iran, according to its constitution,
 has to be an Iranian citizen of Iranian descent.4 One study has

 2 This is the main reason why I prefer to call this revolution, more neutrally,
 Iranian (instead of Islamic).

 3 It has already often been described how this was done. E.g. E. Abrahamian,
 Khomeinism, London 1993, in his chapter on May Day (pp. 60-87), gives a detailed
 account of how this socialist tradition was incorporated into the IRI's political
 culture, and at the same time deprived of its original meaning.

 4 E.g., F. Halliday: 'Iranian foreign policy since 1979: Internationalism and
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 IRANIAN-ISLAMIC REVOLUTIONARY IDEOLOGY

 minutely traced, over a period of 15 years, the IRI's foreign policy
 in the case of Bahrain, and concluded that after some years of
 (quite unsuccessful) attempts at exporting the Revolution, more
 traditional national Iranian interests prevailed in Iranian politics
 towards Bahrain.5

 There is no doubt that all outward aspects of Iranian policy after
 the Revolution have to be studied in detail with respect to the
 interaction between ideological theory and political practice. To
 my mind, two outward incidents particularly influenced the course
 of events in post-revolutionary Iran and hence caused particularly
 strong repercussions on the development of the IRI's state ideol-
 ogy. The first one of these incidents (more exactly, a non-inci-
 dent) was that the Revolution-having swept away a regime for-
 merly held to be almost invulnerable-did not, as expected by
 many of its enthusiastic followers in 1979, immediately spread over
 to other Muslim countries and cause a domino effect. This in

 itself, irrespective of historical and political reasons responsible for
 it, made the Revolution already a national (i.e. Iranian) phenom-
 enon. The second incident was the Iraqi invasion of Iran (in Sep-
 tember 1980) and the subsequent Iraq-Iran War which used up
 many of Iran's economic and human resources, further rein-
 forced the antagonistic face of the "permanent revolution" that
 continued after 1979, and certainly helped stabilize the Iranian-
 Islamist regime.

 b. Purpose and method

 The present study will not deal primarily with outward aspects of
 Iranian policy such as those mentioned above. The purpose of this
 study is to investigate the character of Iranian national identity,
 and to set it in relation to the IRI's revolutionary state ideology.

 Nationalism in the Islamic Republic', Shi'ism and Social Protest, eds. R. J. Cole and
 N. R. Keddie, New Haven 1986, pp. 88-107. Or D. Menashri: 'Khomeini's vision:
 Nationalism or world order?', The Iranian Revolution and the Muslim world, ed. D.
 Menashri, Boulder 1990, pp. 40-57.

 5 G. Sick: 'Iran: The adolescent revolution', Journal of International Affairs 49/
 1, 1995, pp. 145-166 (esp. 149-157).
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 LUDWIG PAUL

 This will be done mainly by evaluating the Teheran Friday Ser-
 mons, which constitute one major primary source through which
 this ideology has been expressed and disseminated.6 The Teheran
 Friday Sermons as a whole will be considered as a representation
 of the ideological discourse of the Islamic Republic of Iran; this
 discourse shall be analysed focussing on what (explicitly or im-
 plicitly) it says about the way the concept of "nation" is understood
 in general, and Iranian national identity in particular. Analysing a
 discourse represented by a sample of texts means not only
 analysing what these texts say (and sometimes, what they don't
 say), but also the way in which they say it, esp. the way and context
 in which certain terms are used. The usage of a certain political
 term may presuppose a world-view that is not explicitly expressed
 in the text.

 More precisely, the main part of this study will address the fol-
 lowing issues: The usage (in Persian) of terms such as "nation",
 and of related terms (II.b.); the ethnic composition of the Iranian
 nation, with specific regard to how the various ethnic groups are
 perceived and referred to in the Sermons (II.c.); the way in which
 the Iranian Revolution affected or modified the concept and self-
 image of Iranian nationality through its ideological impact, plac-
 ing the ethnic concept of Iranian nationality (as discussed in II.c.)
 in historical perspective (II.d.); language, as one important deter-
 minant of ethnicity (and consequently nationality) (II.e.), and
 lastly, the re-emergence of nationalism after the Revolution, as
 mirrored in the Sermons (II.f.). In a concluding section, the thesis
 will be put forward that the opposition "Nation vs. Islam", figuring
 in many current versions of "Islamic fundamentalism", is actually
 a construct in the case of Iran (III.). The main purpose of this
 paper is to show how this opposition is constructed in Iranian-
 Islamic revolutionary ideological discourse.

 Some important social/political terms this paper treats-"na-
 tionality", "national identity", "self-perception" or the like-are in
 themselves problematic, and to introduce them within a proper
 theoretical framework would far surpass what this paper is trying

 6 For more about the Sermons, see next ?.
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 and able to do. This paper does not aim at rendering any clearer
 what "national identity", or "identity" in general, really is. It does
 not claim to do any justice to the complexity of these terms. In-
 stead, a working definition of "identity" as "what somebody is, and
 what he thinks he is" will be used. "Nationalism" will be under-

 stood as the ideology corresponding to the concept of "nationality".
 Understood in this sense, "nationalism" does not necessarily imply
 extremism. Whenever speaking about extremist forms of "nation-
 alism", I will use terms like "chauvinism" or "extremist national-

 ism". The ideology (or the variations of it) that came to power in
 Iran in 1979/80 together with the political followers of Khomeini,
 helped them expand and maintain their power, and eventually
 became the IRI's sole state ideology, I will call "Iranian-Islamic
 (revolutionary) ideology".

 c. Sources

 The major primary sources on which this study is based are the
 Teheran Friday Sermon Prayers (henceforth: the "Sermons").
 These constitute the most important single political institution
 through which the government of the Islamic Republic of Iran
 speaks to the Iranian people. Since July 1979, every Friday at noon
 time, the Teheran Sermons have been delivered in front of the

 University of Teheran and simultaneously been broadcast all over
 the country. The Sermons given in Teheran are accorded highest
 importance by the regime in comparison to Friday Sermons given
 in provincial capitals (some of which are broadcast and published
 locally) and other Friday Sermons delivered all over the country.
 From shortly after the Revolution, the Iranian government has
 institutionalized, coordinated, and controlled in subject matter
 both the Sermons given in Teheran, and the more important
 provincial ones. As there is not enough space here to speak about
 the history of Islamic Friday Sermon Prayers in general,7 it shall
 suffice to say that the function of Friday Sermons throughout the

 7 For an overview, see H. Ram: Myth and Mobilization in Revolutionary Iran,
 Washington D.C. 1994, p. 17ff.
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 history of Islamic societies has often included political aspects. In
 times preceding the development of mass media, it has been the
 privilege of Islamic rulers to have their name proclaimed publicly
 during Friday Sermons in order to uphold their claim to reli-
 giously legitimized rule.
 The person delivering the Teheran Friday Sermons has, since

 the victory of the Iranian Revolution, always been either a high-
 ranking cleric or a high-ranking politician of lower clerical rank
 (e.g., for the latter the former President of State Hojjatol-Eslam
 'Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani). Each of the 10 (or so) speakers
 who have delivered Teheran Friday Sermons since 1979 shows his
 own thematic preference and style; there are even political differ-
 ences between some single speakers (some of which will be men-
 tioned below). In this paper I will draw mainly upon Sermons
 given during the formative period of the IRI (i.e. 1979-1984).
 Later Sermons (mostly those given after 1990) will be quoted oc-
 casionally to give an impression of how the ideology of the IRI has
 developed over time.8 Indeed, from the mid-1980's on, a decline
 of importance attributed to the Sermons by the government can
 be witnessed. This is reflected in the fact that while until 1985 all

 Teheran Sermons were published in full length in the major na-
 tional newspapers, during the second half of the 1980's the seg-
 ment of each Sermon that was published gradually diminished,
 and in the 1990's only short summaries (of usually much less than
 half a newspaper page) were given.9

 The Sermons, which are usually divided into two parts inter-
 rupted by a prayer break, span a wide range of subjects, including
 such issues as theological exegesis, political and economic theory,
 psychology, family planning, and traffic policy.0l Besides the Ser-
 mons' importance for disseminating the government's political

 8 Unfortunately, while working on this paper I had only limited access to
 Sermons given between 1985 and 1989.

 9 It is indicative of the role that Rafsanjani has played since '82, as the IRI's
 most influential politician (after Khomeini), that Sermons given by him are usu-
 ally published in a less abridged form, even in the 90's, than those given by other
 speakers.

 10 Rafsanjani has usually talked about theory and theology in the first part and
 about everyday politics in the second part of his Sermons.
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 messages, the most important feature setting them apart from
 earlier expressions of Iranian-Islamic ideology is that the issues put
 forward are no longer "pure theory" as they used to be in publi-
 cations of Islamist writers during the 60's and 70's. They have
 instead become part of an ideology that runs the state, and can
 thus be measured against the reality that supposedly flows out of
 this ideology.
 It can be argued that the Sermons are of limited size and, since

 they are given to the general public, they might lack higher levels
 of intellectual analysis and not really represent the IRI's ideologi-
 cal discourse in its full breadth and depth. But the Sermons are
 actually very comprehensive and elaborate on both ideological
 and practical issues; some of Rafsanjani's Sermons extend up to 16
 [book-]pages (the printed edition of the Sermons given between
 July '79 and February '84 totalling almost 3,000 pages). Almost all
 issues usually encountered in the discourse of "Islamic funda-
 mentalism(s)" have been found to occur in the Sermons several
 times. Another objection would be that the Sermons don't de-

 scribe reality as it is, but the way in which the government of the
 IRI sees it, and that the Sermons are therefore biased as a histori-

 cal source. This is partly true; but the very image that the IRI's
 political class wants to create of itself so as to legitimize its rule
 determines the ideological discourse of the IRI. Altogether the
 Sermons prove an invaluable historical source representing in a
 lively, authentic, and unique manner the IRI's ideological dis-
 course: In combining the regime's ideology with the way the re-
 gime presents and understands itself, understands the people (as
 addressees), and wants them to act.

 II. a. Aims of the Revolution

 In order to provide a proper understanding of the IRI's ideologi-
 cal discourse, the Revolution's major issues and aims should be
 summarized (as they are articulated in the Sermons). The Revolu-
 tion is not-as its enemies would have it-Iranian or Shi'i, but
 Islamic.11 Its most important slogan is "Islamic government"

 1l Montazeri, 11.1.80: 1.207. The Sermons given between July 1979 and Feb-
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 (hokumat-e esldmi): In establishing this the Revolution aims for a
 total Islamization of state politics, society, and the individual. High
 prominence is attributed to the Revolution's eminently ideological,
 resp. spiritual, character, allegedly distinguishing it from the
 world's other major political movements that are said to be driven
 by worldly and materialistic motives.12 The Sermon speakers also
 often boast of the Revolution's highly popular nature encompass-
 ing the entire Iranian population.13
 Two major areas of Islamization in the political sphere include:

 economic policies, which must be neither capitalist, nor commu-
 nist, but in accordance with the "golden third" Islamic way, grant-
 ing Iran full economic self-sufficiency;'4 and the "Revolution of
 education" (enqeldb-e farhangi, lit. "cultural revolution") which
 shall provide Iran with intellectual manpower and self-sufficien-
 cy.15 Both these aims would be means for another end: the "re-

 ruary 1984 have been published in 7 volumes as Dar maktab-e jom'e, Teheran
 (Ministry of Religious Guidance) 1985-1990, and will be cited (as above in this
 fn.) with date, followed by volume and page number. Sermons given after Feb-
 ruary 1984 will be cited as they were printed in the daily Persian newspaper
 Etteld'at (Teheran), indicating number of page and column of the passage cited
 (for Sermons held after 1987, which are often published in a very abbreviated
 version, only page number is given). The English translations of Sermon passages
 cited here are not always literal; passages rendered in very summarized fashion
 are set in brackets. Here I would like to thank Haggay Ram for providing me with
 the Sermons' printed edition, and with other books pertaining to the subject of
 this paper.

 12 On the Revolution's ideological character, see (end of) fn. 30; on the
 "worldliness" attributed to Western civilisation altogether: "They (i.e. the West)
 write much about man ... but with limited (i.e. non-spiritual) and worldly aims"
 (Rafsanjani, 10.7.81: 3.288); "The (Western) superpowers don't understand what
 martyrdom means. Their materialistic point of view doesn't allow Western journal-
 ists to understand why (our) youth want to die (as martyrs)" (Khamene'i, 9.5.80:
 2.144).

 13 "(Our revolution has been successful, because ...) we talked to the people
 and listened to the people" (Rafsanjani, 28.5.82: 4.453); "(Other revolutions
 were made mostly by one sector or class of the society ...) but Iran was not like
 this" (Rafsanjani, 17.7.81: 3.297).

 14 It was mainly the then Speaker of Parliament Hashemi Rafsanjani who in
 his Sermons, between January 1982 and mid-1984, elaborated upon the concept
 of "Islamic economics" for the IRI (e.g. in the Sermons held on 22.1.82, 16.4.82,
 26.3.83 and 21.1.84).

 15 Rafsanjani, 21.5.82: 4.438.
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 building of Iranian society" (into a truly Islamic one).16 All this
 has to be done by returning to Iran's own (Islamic) roots and
 resources after the long period of domination by "foreign-worship-
 pers".17 As to foreign policies, the Revolution's final goal would be
 the "union of (all) Islamic peoples ... political, economic and
 cultural unity of the Muslim world".18 It is, however, never elabo-
 rated how, or when, this union could possibly be achieved. There
 are some major obstacles in the way of this goal, most prominently
 the State of Israel19 occupying one of the most important Holy
 shrines of Islam and (allegedly) oppressing the mostly Muslim
 Palestinian people. But Israel is only the "agent of imperialism in
 this region", and not more than a "small Satan"20 as compared to
 the Big Satan, the USA, the true center of World Zionism, which
 has ultimately to be overcome to attain Islamic unity.

 Putting all the above-mentioned plans successfully into practice,
 however, would not be enough. Even if society were rescued from
 evil and imperialism, and if the material needs of the people were
 all met, this would be only the preamble for other spiritual goals:
 the attaining of oneness with God (towhzd), and the elevation of
 man towards science and wisdom.21

 b. The concept of "nation" translated into Persian

 The ultimate goal of the foreign policy of the IRI would be the
 "union of all Muslim peoples ... political, economic and cultural
 unity of the (entire) Muslim world" (v.s.); this, in the end, would
 imply the overcoming of the (modem Western) concept of the
 nation state.22 Before entering the discussion of "nation" in the

 16 Khamene'i, 15.2.80: 2.36. Or in Rafsanjani's words: "We need a moral
 refinement ... now we are still an 'irregular' European society" (5.3.83: 6.130).

 17 Khamene'i, 18.1.80: 2.7.
 18 Montazeri, 19.10.79: 1.105. Rafsanjani calls it the "United Islamic Govern-

 ment" (Pers. hokfmat-e vdhed-e esldim, 8.1.82: 4.187).
 19 Called "dear occupied Palestine" by Khamene'i, 2.1.81: 3.48.
 20 Khamene'i, 8.8.80: 2.258.10, resp. Khamene'i, 18.7.80: 2.229.
 21 Taleqani, 10.8.79: 1.21.
 22 Or in the words of K. Siddiqui, a well-known Islamist and admirer of

 Khomeini's: "The [Islamic] Revolution must reject the nation state and all its
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 Iranian context, some words have to be said about the usage of
 terms for "nation" and related concepts in Persian. English "na-
 tion" is usually rendered by Persian mellat. In addition, mellat also
 covers part of the meaning of (Engl.) "people";23 used in this
 sense, it competes with another Persian word, mardom.24 In express-
 ions such as mellat-e mosalman or mellat-e Eslam, mellat is also some-

 times used in the sense of "community (of Muslim believers)". In
 this usage it interchanges with the more prototypical word of this
 meaning, ommat, which in turn is sometimes used in the sense of
 "nation/people".25

 institutions" (from: H. Algar: The roots of the Islamic Revolution, London 1983, p.
 4). Occasionally, nationalism can serve as a positive force, e.g.: "Nationalism
 supports the Palestinians (in their struggle against Israel), but the force behind
 it must be Islam" (Rafsanjani, 16.4.82: 4.361). Eventually the Arabs (as all Mus-
 lims in general), however, have to reject all forms of nationalism (and national
 'isms'): "They have brought up Arab unity ... this is a way to smash the Islamic
 Revolution of Iran" (Khamene'i, 2.1.81: 3.48).

 23 It is often difficult, or a matter of taste, to decide which one of the two
 English equivalents fits the context better. Generally, combinations like mellat-e
 Iran should be translated "Iranian nation". However, in personal addresses like
 mellat-e Iran! (Taleqani, 17.8.79: 1.23) or shomd mellat (Montazeri, 9.11.79: 1.133)
 "people" seems preferable ("oh people of Iran!" resp. "you, the people"), as in
 cases where mellat does not include parts of the ruling class, e.g.: "our leader, our
 government, and our mellat (people)" (Taleqani, 17.8.79: 1.26), or in: "the mellats
 (peoples, as against their governments) are with us" (Khamene'i, 18.10.80: 2.7).
 Furthermore, wherever mellat is used in connection with one of the ethnic mi-

 norities of Iran, the meaning "nation" cannot possibly be implied, e.g. mellat-e
 Kord "(the) Kurdish people" (Montazeri, 14.12.79: 1.172). In many cases, both
 renderings are acceptable, e.g.: "the Iranian mellat (nation/people) has made a
 revolution ..." (Montazeri, 19.10.79: 1.102).

 24 Mardom only conveys the meaning of "people" as a collective (Engl. "people
 say ..."), but not, like mellat also, as a generic noun (Engl. "the [English etc.]
 people says ..."). For "people" coll. vs. "people" gener., not kept apart in English
 vocabulary, cf. other European languages like German ("Leute" vs. "Volk") or
 Italian ("la gente" vs. "il popolo"). Even mellat, when occuring with a plural verb
 form, can be understood in this collective sense, e.g. mellat-e ma enqelb kardand
 "our people have made a revolution" (Montazeri, 30.11.79: 1.157). (In the pre-
 ceding fn., mellat occurs with the singular verb form kard "has made").

 25 Mellat as "community ...": "This is the Muslim community (mellat-e mosal-
 man) ... close to one billion people" (Rafsanjani, 8.1.82: 4.186). Even Taleqani,
 who exhibited the most Iranian-nationalist overtones of all Sermon speakers (cf.
 III.e.), used mellat in this sense: "The unity of the mellat-e Eslam ..." (27.7.79: 1.2).
 Ommat in the same sense: "Oh God ... protect this Imam (i.e. Khomeini) for the
 sake of the Muslim community (ommat-e mosalmdn)" (Khamene'i, 15.2.80: 2.40).
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 Mellat, of course, was an important term in the history of Islamic
 societies long before it took on the meaning "nation" in the
 modern era. In the Qur'an, milla (the Arabic source to Persian
 mellat) meant "religion". Later on, in the Ottoman Empire, millet
 could still be used in this sense, but came to be used more often

 as "religious community", esp. (but not exclusively) designating
 those Christian peoples/communities living within the Ottoman
 Empire under dhimmi status. Parallel to this usage, millet could
 already be used in the 17th century in the sense of "(sovereign)
 nation" (inside and outside the Ottoman Empire) in Ottoman
 documents, preparing the ground for the main modern usage of
 this term in Persian and Turkish prevailing from the late-19th
 century on.26

 Comparing the usage of Pers. mellat to that of Engl. nation, the
 question does not arise whether the inhabitants of Iran do at all
 constitute a nation or not. In a "world of nation-states", it is as-
 sumed that they do, in whatever specific manner their "national-
 ity" is defined. The question is: how are the Iranians using the
 historical-Islamic term mellat to express (one specific variety of)
 the modern concept of "nation"? What connotations does this
 term raise? How does it interfere or overlap with other terms
 denoting related concepts? Here two points seem to be of impor-
 tance. Firstly, the fact that Persian does not distinguish the con-
 cept of "nation" from that of "people" like most European lan-
 guages do (mellat covering both concepts) certainly does not imply
 "wrong" usage of mellat in Persian. Actually, "the Iranian nation"

 Ommat is used in the sense "nation/people" mostly in juxtaposition to mellat,
 forming a kind of hendyadis, e.g.: "the Arab ommat and the Arab mellat (i.e. the
 Arab people), which is the prophet's mellat (people)" (Rafsanjani, 8.1.82: 4.187),
 or: "the rest of the Muslim ommats and mellats (i.e. the Muslim peoples)"
 (Khamene'i, 8.5.81: 3.207). Another combination of the two terms in question
 has been used by Ardabili: "The national unity of the devoted (Isl.) community of
 Iran" (Pers.: vahdat-e melli-ye ommat-e fedakar-e iran, 18.5.91: p.11). For the use
 of ommat in the sense of "nation", see also D. Norouzi, I. Itscherenska: 'Zur Re-
 flexion der Islamischen Revolution in der persischen Sprache', asien, afrika,
 lateinamerika 11/2, Berlin 1983, pp. 265-278 (esp. 269).

 26 For a detailed overview of the usage of milla and mellat in Arabic, Persian
 and Turkish, see F. Buhl [C.E. Bosworth] and M.O.H. Ursinus in: The Encyclo-
 paedia of Islam, New Edition, vol. VII, Leiden 1993, pp. 61-64.
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 is the same as "the Iranian people", with the only difference that
 "nation" is used in more specifically political contexts than
 "people".27 The absence of a lexical opposition between nation
 and people in Persian, however, certainly does reflect a division of
 social-political entities different from the Western European one,
 and in this sense could be said to offer a different "political world-
 view".28 Secondly, the ethno-cultural identity of many of the
 world's nations, most of which define themselves in predomi-
 nantly secular terms, obviously contains religious elements. But
 the fact that the very notion of "nation", in Persian, cannot be
 clearly detached from the religious sphere hints at a more funda-
 mental point: that the Iranians cannot even think of, or "imag-
 ine", themselves as a political community in purely secular terms.

 During the first two years after the Revolution it was repeatedly
 stated in the Sermons that Islam stands high above issues such as
 race, language, borders etc.29 Rafsanjani, a good two years after
 the Revolution, was the first speaker to qualify this over-simplifica-
 tion and to admit that there are different "layers" of group iden-
 tification governing man's behaviour, among which, of course,
 (Islamic) ideology (Pers. ide'olozhi) should play the most important
 role.30 Interestingly, mellat is never mentioned in these statements.

 27 "Nation" implies, more than "people" does, the concept of, or the aspira-
 tion for, an own statehood. The usage of "people" and "nation" is not exactly the
 same in all Western European languages, e.g. "la nation" seems to be more
 widely used in French than does "the nation" in English, and "das deutsche
 Volk" would, according to some conservative Germans, include millions of ethnic
 Germans living in Eastern Europe which are not part of the German (state)
 nation. But despite these differences there seems to be a common ground on
 which these languages distinguish between "nation" and "people".

 28 Other Persian words derived from the same etymon as mellat do not show
 its semantic ambiguity as compared to English. E.g., the adjective melli always
 means "national" (never "popular" or the like), and mellat-gera (adj.) always
 means "nationalistic".

 29 "All our Kurdish, Arab and Turkish Muslim brothers are loyal [to the
 Revolution], because Islam does not distinguish between races" (Montazeri,
 19.10.79: 1.105), or: "In Islam, the question of border, colour, language and race
 doesn't exist" (Montazeri, 23.11.79: 1.151). Characteristically, the last Sermon
 was given on the Friday following clashes between revolutionary guards and Kur-
 dish militia in some Kurdish cities of Iran.

 30 These "layers" of group identification Rafsanjani calls "interest" ('alaqe) or
 "agent" ('amel): "Man is a set of many interests, above all we are interested in
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 Neither Ayatollah Montazeri expressedly says that "Islam" stands
 above mellat, nor does Rafsanjani name mellat as one of the factors
 governing man's behaviour. This could be explained through the
 vagueness with which mellat, as shown above, is used in the Ser-
 mons: if mellat does raise the connotation of "(Islamic) community
 of believers", then it would sound odd to say that "Islam" is supe-
 rior to it. In a sense, the "broad" meaning or, in other words, the
 vagueness of the term mellat prevents the speakers from saying that
 "Islam" stands above the concept of "nation".

 c. The ethnic basis of Iranian nationality

 A closer look shall now be taken at the people that are labeled the
 "Iranian nation". A nation, like any other social group, doesn't
 only define itself in relation to, and opposition to, other nations;
 equally important for a nation's self-definition is the way it treats
 and perceives the various parts constituting it, esp.-if there are
 any-national or ethnic minorities. In the case of Iran, there are
 many such minorities; Iran's ethnic (i.e. ethno-religious or ethno-
 linguistic) minorities together make up almost one half of the
 country's entire population. Two kinds of minorities have to be
 distinguished firsthand: those within the framework of Islam
 (Kurds, Arabs, Baluch etc.) and those outside (Christians, Jews,
 Zoroastrians etc.). The latter, much fewer than the former,31
 nevertheless still constitute an (altogether) well-educated, well-off,
 and relatively important segment of Iranian urban population.
 The distinction between these two kinds of minorities, and thus

 the different perspectives in which they are seen, becomes very
 obvious in the Sermons.32

 ourselves, in our family ... then in our (social) class, ... in our race-whether we
 are Persian or Kurdish etc.-(then) in our language, ... (finally) in our ideology
 ... We believe, Islam believes, that the main factor which should move man ... is
 that he acts under the influence of ideology ..." (11.9.81: 3.399).

 31 All non-Muslims together number less than 1% of the entire Iranian popu-
 lation of today, with a further tendency of decline.

 32 It should be noted in passing that there is no exact Persian equivalent to
 Engl. ethnic or ethnic group. The Persian term usually chosen to render "ethnic",
 qowmt, conveys also its original meaning "tribal", and carries, as does the English
 term, a derogatory connotation.
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 These two types of minorities are almost never mentioned or
 spoken about together in one Sermon and within one context.
 The various Muslim ethnic groups, most of which (i.e. Kurds,
 Arabs, Turkmens, Baluch) are predominantly Sunni and inhabit
 compact mountainous regions bordering on adjacent countries,
 are and have for a long time been latent, and sometimes manifest
 threats to Iran's territorial integrity. Shortly after the Revolution
 armed rebellions in some Kurdish areas and the Turkmen city of
 Torkeman-Sahra were put down by the central government.33
 Whenever the Sunni minorities are addressed in the Sermons, it
 has to be seen against this background; and the Sermons make it
 clear that the distinction between these minorities and the Persian-

 speaking majority is, by and large, identified with the distinction
 "Sunni vs. Shi'i Islam".34

 Practically absent from references to Muslim minorities are the
 Shi'i Azeri Turks, who alone, as the largest ethnic minority of Iran,
 constitute about 20 % of the entire population. In one of the very
 few instances where they are mentioned alongside other Muslim
 minorities, the Azeri Turks serve as a counter-example to all other
 minorities, given the supportive role they played during the Revo-
 lution.35 It seems that the Shi'i Azeri Turks are, in the Sermons,
 not only seen as different from all Sunni minorities, but by and
 large not as a minority at all (as the distinct Other), instead as part
 of the Self, the mainstream Shi'i majority.

 Another brand of Muslim minorities, the half-nomadic tribes,

 33 In some cases (esp. the Kurds) ethnic unrest was organized in political
 (mostly leftist) parties, e.g. the KDP (Kurdish Democratic Party) led by A. Qasem-
 lu, generally and initially aiming at some form of regional autonomy within the
 Iranian state. For an overview over some cases of ethnic unrest, see D. Menashri:
 Iran. A Decade of War and Revolution, New York 1990, e.g. p. 138ff.

 34 "(If we don't pay attention, the leftists will bring about) ... quarrel between
 two groups by the names Shi'a and Sunna, Kurd and Arab, Kurd and Turk,
 Persian and Turkmen" (Taleqani, 3.8.79: 1.13); "The enemies sow discord among
 Sunna and Shi'a, for example in Kurdestan, Torkeman-Sahra, Baluchestan,
 Khuzestan" (Montazeri, 19.10.79: 1.102); seldom without mentioning the Sunna/
 Shi'a distinction: "(I am asking) our Kurdish, Baluch, Turkmen and Arab broth-
 ers ... to fulfill their (Islamic) duty" (Montazeri, 30.11.79: 1.164).

 35 "One day they will ... stir up the people in Kurdestan, one day in Azerbaijan.
 [But] Azerbaijan is the cradle of the Revolution ..." (Montazeri, 7.12.79: 1.171).
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 most of which are of Shi'i (if somewhat unorthodox) observance
 (e.g. the Qashqay, Lur and Bakhtiari), and who in the past have
 often caused much trouble to the central government, are very
 seldom mentioned in the Sermons at all. Although still retaining
 part of their regional autonomy, and sometimes even coming out
 in armed conflict with the central government (e.g. the Qashqay
 in Firrzabad, in March 1981), the tribes obviously are seen as
 politically more or less marginal. Since the Revolution, the ongo-
 ing processes of settlement and urbanisation have further contrib-
 uted to the decline of the tribes' autonomy.36
 Coming to the non-Muslim minorities ([Christian] Armenians

 and Assyrians, Jews and Zoroastrians), it must be remembered that
 they only form small urban communities that can lay no claim to
 territorial autonomy potentially threatening Iran's territorial in-
 tegrity. Nevertheless the Revolution gives relatively much weight to
 the ideological "treatment" of these minorities, apparently seeing
 them (with the exception of the Zoroastrians) as possible repre-
 sentatives of the non-Islamic outer world against which this Revo-
 lution, partly and in theory at least, is directed. The technical term
 "minority" (Pers. aqalliyat) is applied in the Sermons only to non-
 Muslim minorities (mostly in the combination aqalliyat-e mazhabi
 "religious minority"), and never to Muslim groups, be they Shi'i or
 Sunni.37 In one place it becomes explicitly evident that the Sunni
 groups are not perceived as "religious minorities".38 Grouping
 Sunni Muslims under the same category as non-Muslims would

 36 In one Sermon Khamene'i warns the tribes inhabiting regions bordering
 on Iraq not to collaborate with the enemy: "To all the brothers of the tribes
 ('ashdyer) I say: the people of Iran expects from you ... not to listen to those
 calling themselves 'Khan' and trying to attach themselves to you ... (against our
 government)" (22.8.80: 2.278).

 37 "In our country there are religious minorities ... for Islam, they are unbe-
 lievers (kdfer), but for their own religion, they are believers" (Rafsanjani, 3.7.81:
 3.276). The Muslim minorities, on the other hand, are unspecifically called
 "groups", "(Kurdish etc.) brothers" (both: see fn. above), "(Kurdish etc.) people"
 (in the collective sense, Pers. mardom-e Kord, e.g. Montazeri, 19.10.79: 1.105) or
 the like.

 38 "I want that religious minorities ... to pay attention to this talk. [Our] Sunni
 brothers I ask as well to listen ..." (Rafsanjani, 7.5.82: 4.397).
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 violate the Qur'anic precept of attributing to non-Muslims a status
 inferior to that of the Muslims.39

 It should, of course, come as no surprise that a State attaching
 high importance to its Islamic character clearly distinguishes be-
 tween its Muslim and non-Muslim citizens. The point is that the
 Sunni groups, as evidenced from the way they are spoken about in
 the Sermons, are perceived as entities distinct from the Shi'is, but
 not called "minority". The avoidance of this term should be seen
 as carrying a discrete political message. Indeed terms like "minor-
 ity", as understood here, do not denote static, well-defined entities,
 but due to the dynamics of the political agenda in which they
 operate, rather represent processes combining changing entities
 with changing attitudes towards these entities. As it is internation-
 ally understood today, the term "minority" raises the idea of pro-
 tection of minority rights, and any statesman using this term has to
 face its political implications.40 Granting the Sunni groups a mi-
 nority status would undermine the regime's claims to boast Is-
 lamic Unity, and contradict the assertion implicit in Iranian-Is-
 lamic ideology that this ideology, although of Shi'ite background,
 is in itself the perfect form of Islamic ideology, covering and sur-
 passing all other forms and varieties of it.
 Contrary to what could possibly be expected from an ideology

 boasting of its Islamic character, never Christianity or Judaism as
 such is criticized in the Sermons, but only those "deformations"
 that Christian resp. Jewish peoples are said to have undergone
 recently (atheism, secularization, etc.), and the modern "evils"
 allegedly originating from them (colonialism, imperialism, etc.).

 39 During the Pahlavi period, the political class used the term aqalliyat for all
 ethnic (including Muslim) minorities, maybe with some reservation in the case
 of the Azeri Turks only.

 40 It should be mentioned in passing that in the modem history of Iran, there
 have been no attempts (by government policy) to deny the Sunni groups their
 distinct identity, or to assimilate them systematically, in a way comparable to how
 this was and is done, e.g., with some minorities in the Republic of Turkey. A case
 in point, however, are the scholarly efforts undertaken during the Pahlavi period
 to prove that the (Shi'i) Azeri Turks are not Turks actually, but "Turkisized
 Iranians" (the most well-known outcome of these efforts being the book Aarn, ya
 zabdn-e bdstdn-e A&arbdyjdn ["Azeri, or the ancient language of Azerbaijan"], 1st
 ed. Teheran 1926, by Ahmad Kasravi).
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 Instead, an alliance of the major world religions' believers, against
 their evil governments, is called up.41 Likewise, the non-Muslim
 minorities of Iran per se are not seen, in the Sermons, inimical to
 the Islamic Republic. It is instead stated several times that they can
 "have their place" in the IRI, and even actively take part in most
 spheres of its society, provided that they adhere to a set of basic
 rules governing this society.42 In most instances the speakers show
 a very gentle face to the non-Muslim minorities, talking about how
 much they are integrated and granted equal rights in the IRI.43
 Only seldom does a tone of admonition shine through, e.g. in one
 Sermon where Rafsanjani asks the non-Muslim Iranians to observe,
 in public, the Islamic law of veiling.44
 It should be emphasized that a gentle treatment of religious

 minorities characterizes the IRI's ideological discourse. Reality, of
 course, is more complex, and no doubt in the IRI there is discrimi-
 nation against religious minorities-Muslim or non-Muslim-on
 various levels.45 The ideological treatment of religious minorities

 41 "The American people is Christian ... Jesus Christ (was) a follower of the
 weak and downtrodden, an enemy of the oppressors. Oh people of America! We
 have no complaints about you, but about your government, about the Kissingers,
 Rockefellers and the like" (Montazeri, 14.12.79: 1.178); "(We have nothing
 againstJews, but only against Zionists) ... the really believingJews are also against
 Zionism" (Montazeri, 21.12.79: 1.184). (Ironically, the last assertion contains a
 grain of truth.)

 42 "(We were asked whether beingJewish or Christian) ... is a reason for being
 discharged from office (i.e. from State employment). No, it isn't. ... [only] being
 against the Revolution is a reason for this" (Khamene'i, 25.7.80: 2.243).

 43 "(Even) the Jews, the Zoroastrians, and the Christians voted (in the refer-
 endum about the 'Islamic Republic')" (Taleqani, 31.8.79: 1.42); "you saw (on
 TV) how much the Armenians (of Iran) agree with the Muslims" (Rafsanjani,
 8.1.82: 4.182).

 44 "(On veiling, I would like to say to our non-Muslim citizens that ...) you
 must regard our social environment, and take a look at the regulations for non-
 Muslims (ahl-e .emme) in Islamic Law" (Rafsanjani, 28.5.82: 4.460). Incidentally,
 this is one of the very few instances where non-Muslim Iranians, in the Sermons,
 are called ahl-e zemme (Arab. dhimma), a traditional Islamic legal term, raising the
 idea of non-Muslim proteges who are granted some basic rights by a paternalistic
 Muslim ruler, on the condition that they accept the primacy of Islam, and the
 status of second-class citizens for themselves. The usage of this term here seems
 to imply an explicit warning to non-Muslims, saying: "If you don't behave as well
 as minorities are supposed to, we have other categories to classify and other ways
 to treat you ..".

 45 E.g. see D. Menashri, loc. cit. (fn. 33), esp. p. 222ff.
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 in the Sermons has to be seen in a functional perspective. The
 non-Muslim minorities are on the one hand perceived as "the
 Other", and on the other hand they serve to demonstrate how the
 IRI treats them well and allows them to prosper within Iranian
 society. Being a demographically marginal phenomenon, they
 seem to be part of Iranian society and outside it at the same time.
 In most Sermons, which speak about subjects within Iranian-Islamic
 society, and often address the audience as "Muslim nation of Iran"
 or the like, the non-Muslim Iranians seem to be absent altogether.
 But whenever subjects originating from "Western" political dis-
 course are touched upon (democracy, imperialism etc.), the non-
 Muslim minorities seem to stand invisibly in the room: because
 their treatment (by Iranian-Islamic ideology, and consequently
 Iranian authorities) is considered one important litmus test by
 which, the IRI's government assumes, the "Western" powers
 would judge the IRI's policy.

 It is interesting to compare the statements made in the Sermons
 about non-Muslim minorities to one statement made by Rafsanjani
 in 1982 about the (Sunni) minorities inhabiting the Iranian prov-
 inces of Sistan and Baluchestan: "Today, our Sistani and Baluchi
 brothers are more willing to go to war (against Iraq) than they
 were at the war's beginning".46 Firstly, this quotation conveys the
 information that at the beginning of the war, some Sunni minori-
 ties actually were not willing to join it.47 Then, the fact that nothing
 like this was ever said (in the Sermons) about non-Muslim minori-
 ties seems to highlight the different perception of them as com-
 pared to that of Muslim minorities. Iranian Armenians (for in-
 stance) going to the front did so as draftees and loyal Iranian
 citizens defending their country, but it would not have been as-
 sumed that they really could be encouraged to do so by Iranian-
 Islamic revolutionary policy or ideology. The Sunni minorities, by
 contrast, are seen as a target of Iranian-Islamic ideology, as a poten-
 tial that can, through this ideology, be brought to fight with heart
 and soul on the Revolution's side.

 46 8.1.82: 4.184. Only Muslims are called "brothers" in the Sermons.
 47 Due to the remoteness, and low level of administrative integration, of the

 provinces of Sistan and Baluchestan, it was presumably not very difficult to avoid
 the draft there.
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 Considering how gently non-Muslims are addressed in the Ser-
 mons in general, one non-Muslim group that has suffered, and is
 still suffering, a much less gentle treatment by Iranian authorities,
 should not be left unmentioned: the Baha'i who, numbering
 approx. 200,000-300,000 believers in Iran (exact figures are not
 obtainable), today constitute the largest non-Muslim minority of
 Iran. Talking about the Baha'i who, by adding one more prophet
 to the long line of prophets allegedly sealed by Muhammad, have
 embarrassed Iranian Muslim authorities so much, has been con-

 sidered taboo in Iranian public since the Revolution (nor were the
 Baha'i much talked about before the Revolution). The Baha'i are
 therefore not mentioned explicitly, but in two Sermons Khamene'i
 seems to allude to their existence by granting participation in Ira-
 nian society only to those religious minorities which are "officially
 recognized" and "lawful" (which the Baha'i, of course, are not).48

 Having seen how minorities inside Iran, representing the
 "Other", are perceived, a short look outside Iran shall be taken.
 The most important "Other" to speak about here are, in ethno-
 national terms, the Arabic-speaking countries, and in religious
 terms, Sunni Islam. Feelings of Iranian resentment against Arabs
 can be traced back to the Shu'ubiya movement of early Islam, and
 are today part of Persian popular culture, as evidenced from some
 popular Persian proverbs.49 What is more, the IRI soon even
 found itself in war with an Arab neighbouring country. It could
 therefore be assumed that the Sermons abound in anti-Arab state-

 ments; but the opposite is true. Just as the IRI asserts that it is
 fighting only against the evil governments of the U.S. and Israel,
 but not against their (downtrodden) people (fn. 41), so it says it
 stands on the side of the Iraqi people against Saddam Husain, and
 is not against Arabs in general.50 The Iran-Iraq war is not about

 48 "The officially recognized (shenikhte-shode-ye rasm) minorities ask us ..."
 (Khamene'i, 25.7.80: 2.243); "Those who follow official and lawful (rasmi va
 qanunz) religions in Iran ... (can live quietly beside the rest of the nation)"
 (Khamene'i, 5.6.81: 3.238).

 49 E.g., "The Isfahani dog drinks ice water, while the Arab eats locust".
 50 "Why should we fight against our Iraqi brothers? ... The Saddams pretend

 that Iran is against Arabs ..." (Rafsanjani, 8.1.82: 4.187).
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 "Iranian vs. Arab", or "Shi'a vs. Sunna", but it is Islam that is fight-
 ing against unbelievers.51 By labeling Saddam Husain as "unbe-
 liever" and an "agent of Zionism", the IRI could conduct this war
 as a Holy Islamic War (jihad), thus mobilizing the whole range of
 the people's religious feelings. The IRI's assertion that it is not
 fighting for "Shi'ism", "Iranism", "nationalism" or for any other
 "-ism", but only for Islam, corresponds to the conviction that it was
 the Western colonialists that imported their evil "-isms" so as to
 weaken Islam.52 The positive attitude towards Arabs has the spe-
 cific quality that it refers to the "prophet Muhammad's people".
 The Sermon speakers can express emotional reverence for the
 early Islamic (Arabic) community around Muhammad that the IRI
 pretends to emulate; this, in turn, sets the "Zionistic" Arab states-
 men of today in even sharper contrast to those early "truly believ-
 ing" Arabs. But this cannot go so far as to raise the Arabs over
 other peoples, which would contradict the rules of Iranian-Islamic
 "political correctness".53

 Due to the commitment to Pan-Islamism inherent in Iranian-

 Islamic revolutionary ideology, the attitude towards Sunni Islam is
 positive throughout the Sermons. Here only two Sermons shall be
 mentioned which show what peculiar arguments were put forward
 in defense of "Iranian Pan-Islamism". The first one of these speaks
 about one thing common to Sunni and Shi'i Islam, viz. the accep-
 tance and love for 'All ibn Abi Talib, in a quite naive way.54 In the

 51 "The Iranian nation doesn't want one span of Arab soil ... instead we want
 Islam, which doesn't know borders" (Montazeri, 5.10.79: 1.84); "(the war against
 Iraq) is no matter of Sunna/Shi'a, but of Islam ... we don't want Iraq, but Islam"
 (Montazeri, 19.10.79: 1.105).

 52 "(The Western powers said:) In the names of 'Pan-Iranism', 'Pan-Arabism'
 etc. we 'pan-ismize' the Islamic peoples (so as to keep them small and weak)"
 (Montazeri, 21.12.79: 1.186).

 53 "(As a child, I liked to see Arabs) ... as if I saw the prophet's own family
 ... As the prophet was from among the Arabs, we express utmost respect for (our)
 Arab brothers ... logically, however, Arabs have no superiority over Persians, nor
 do Persians have over Turks ..." (Montazeri 16.11.79: 1.141).

 54 "Oh (you) who love 'Ali, whether you are Shi'i or Sunni!" (Khamene'i,
 30.5.80: 2.166; similarly, Montazeri, 16.11.79: 1.144). It would be naive to base
 Shi'i-Sunni unity upon the acceptance of 'All, as this ignores the actual conflict
 line between Shi'a and Sunna, viz. the acceptance of the three caliphs preceding
 'Ali (Uthman, 'Umar, Abu Bakr).
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 other Sermon, Montazeri reports that a (Sunni) Kurd, answering
 his invitation (expressed in an earlier Sermon): "come back to
 Islam!", wrote him a letter asking whether Montazeri wants the
 Sunni Kurds to come back to Shi'i Islam. Montazeri's answer is

 held in very general words, without even mentioning the Sunna by
 name.55 Altogether it is remarkable how cautiously the Sermon
 speakers avoid most expressions of Iranian chauvinism, and any
 expression of antipathy, against groups to which the IRI possibly
 stands in ideological or political opposition-be they outer en-
 emies like Iraq or the USA, minority groups like the Armenians, or
 Sunni Muslims in general. This should be explained as the popu-
 list message inherent in Iranian-Islamic revolutionary ideology,
 asserting that Iran fights for the oppressed of the world and
 against the ever-corrupt rulers and elites.

 d. "Iranianness" before and after the Revolution

 All the various ethnic groups of Iran share the privilege of the
 Iranian nationality, i.e. they are entitled to hold Iranian passports,
 to actively take part in Iranian political life (as much as this is
 generally allowed and possible, at least), and are considered inte-
 gral parts of the "Iranian nation" (the Baha'i under the condition
 only that they conceal their religion from Iranian authorities).
 From the way the Iranian nation is divided along ethnic lines, and
 these divisions are perceived in the Sermons, it becomes obvious
 that the various ethnic groups constituting the Iranian nation are
 not attributed the same degree of "Iranianness"; it is possible to
 arrange them hierarchically, and to attribute to the Shi'i Persian-
 speakers and the Shi'i Azeri Turks, as the mainstream majority, the
 highest position (with almost no visible difference in ranking).
 Further elaborating this picture, the Sunni groups would hold an
 intermediate position, and the non-Muslim official minorities
 would follow "at the bottom". The tribes, then, would be marginal
 (maybe somewhere between the Shi'i and the Sunni groups); fi-

 55 "When did I say (that I wanted the Kurds to become Shi'i)? I only said:
 defend Islam, don't support the enemies of Islam!" (23.11.79: 1.151).
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 nally the Baha'i would have to be called "outcasts" with no place
 attributed to them within the system.
 Nobody should be surprised, of course, if the Iranian Shi'ites

 (be they native speakers of Persian or [Azeri] Turkish) are con-
 sidered, or consider themselves, the "core" of the Iranian nation.

 The profoundly Shi'i character attributed to the Iranian nation as
 a whole, contradicting the regime's official commitment to "all-
 Islam" but in fact coexisting with it, is obvious not only from the
 way the various ethnic groups are perceived, but it becomes at
 times-if maybe inadvertently-evident from the way the Sermon
 speakers address their audience,56 or is even frankly conceded by
 Sermon speakers.57 Another Shi'i trait evidenced from the Ser-
 mons, to be mentioned in passing only, is the frequent usage of
 the "most evocative myths of Shi'i Islam to maintain the revolu-
 tionary fervour of the masses, ... the Kerbela paradigm".58 The
 question to be asked here is: What-if anything at all-has Iranian-
 Islamic revolutionary ideology contributed to the nature of
 "Iranianness", i.e. to the way Iranian national identity is defined
 and perceived?

 In aspiring to bring about a radical change of state politics, state
 ideology, and many aspects of social and individual life, the Ira-
 nian Revolution has from the outset tried to give a radically new
 definition of what it means to be Shi'i, and Muslim in general, and
 hence Iranian (ignoring, for one moment, the declining non-
 Muslim minorities), in the "New Revolutionary Era" inaugurated
 in 1979. It is no longer enough to be Shi'i nominally, or to observe
 religious duties privately; instead the Revolution wants the entire
 Iranian population to stand up against domestic and foreign op-

 56 "We Muslims, that is, we Shi'ites ..." (Taleqani, 27.7.79: 1.2); or in the
 following emotional exclamation: "Then let us say, we are the Shi'a (of) 'All, we
 sacrifice ourselves for you, 'All" (Montazeri, 9.11.79: 1.133).

 57 In one passage, the distinction of "Sunna vs. Shi'a" is explicitly identified
 with national borders: "It is obvious that the people of Arabia (i.e. Arabian
 countries) do not accept our feqh (- Arab. fiqh, i.e. [Shi'i-]Islamic legal code),
 but have the Hanefi (version of) feqh, or (some other Sunni version)" (Rafsan-
 jani, 8.1.82: 4.188).

 58 See H. Ram, 'The myth of early Islamic government: The legitimization of
 the Islamic regime', Iranian Studies XXIV, 1991, p. 38.
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 pressors, to shake off the chains of Western materialistic and athe-
 ist culture, and to return-together with all the world's Muslims-
 to the (supposedly) simple, but perfect precepts that Muhammad
 and 'Ali are said to have proclaimed to the world over 1300 years
 ago.59

 This-in very short-is the definition implicit in Iranian-Islamic
 revolutionary ideology of how the "New Iranian Man" should look
 and behave. It is an eminently ideological definition; and although
 Iranian revolutionary rhetoric has from the beginning counted
 firmly on the religious feelings of the predominantly Shi'i Iranian
 population, and has often used Shi'i symbols and myths (as evi-
 denced from the Sermons), this definition carries a strong univer-
 salistic appeal: anyone committing himself to the just fight of the
 oppressed (mostly Muslim) peoples against Western imperialism
 and Zionism will automatically become a member of the Iranian,
 hence all-Islamic nation (which then would no longer be a nation
 in its contemporary sense). It soon became clear, however, that
 there were no millions of Islamists joining the Iranian Revolu-
 tion's cause from all over the world, and becoming Iranian (and
 later all-Muslim) citizens. But it is exactly on the basis of this defi-
 nition that non-Shi'i, and even non-Muslim minorities of Iran can

 express their allegiance and loyalty to the Islamic Republic. In May
 1989, Teheran saw over 50,000 Armenians demonstrating on the
 occasion of the 74th memorial of the genocide committed against
 the Armenians of Eastern Anatolia. The Armenian demonstrators

 shouted alternately two slogans: "Death to the fascist Republic of
 Turkey", and "Death to the USA". The Armenian archbishop of
 Teheran, likewise, repeatedly declared that the local Armenian
 community would firmly support the Iranian people's just fight
 against imperialism.60 The ideological and dynamic definition of
 "revolutionary Iranianness"-behaving Shi'i in the sense of revolu-

 59 "(You need the Koran not only for marriages and funerals) ... the Koran
 is not like this, (but) is the religion of life [my it.]. It considers necessary the
 whole life of man, each (single) thing, in its own (proper) place, i.e. ... holy war,
 birth, studying, working, leisure ..." (Rafsanjani, 5.3.82: 4.275).

 60 This is, so to say, a way of paying lip-service to the Islamic State ideology
 in a religiously neutral way.
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 tionary ideology-does not contradict, but rather complement the
 static one attached to the affiliation to an ethnic group. In the
 sense that the Iranian Revolution has aspired to introduce an
 active element of political choice into the self-definition of
 "Iranianness", it has certainly altered, or tried to alter, this self-
 definition as compared to the one prevalent during the Pahlavi
 period.

 It seems useful here to touch upon the well-known distinction
 "Staatsnation vs. Kulturnation", and to ask whether it could be ap-
 plied to the Iranian case. This distinction is not to be regarded as
 exclusive here; instead both elements of Staatsnation, the "active,

 self-determining political nation", and Kulturnation, the "largely
 passive cultural community",61 seem to be present in each of the
 world's nations. Only the relative predominance of either element
 would make a given nation look "more Staatsnation" or "more
 Kulturnation". In the case of Iran, no doubt before the Revolution

 of 1979 (esp. during the 60s and 70s) the Pahlavi regime advo-
 cated and propagated the self-image of a 2500 year-old Kultur-
 nation bound together through a strong cultural essence ulti-
 mately going back to those early Achaemenian days. Besides the
 Persian language (together with all the culture connected to it)
 and the glorious pre-Islamic past, the Pahlavi regime certainly did
 not deny Shi'i Islam to be one of the essential elements of Iranian
 national identity. It considered it, however, a matter of privacy,
 and a specific Iranian cultural tradition distinguishing the Iranians
 from other nations, but by no means a political ideology possibly
 uniting the Iranians with other Muslim nations.62 In the eyes of
 Iranian-Islamic revolutionary ideology, seeing (Shi'i) Islam in this
 way was (and is) synonymous with the attempt to disconnect the
 ties that keep "Iran" and "Islam" together,63 and would ultimately

 61 A. D. Smith: National Identity, London 1991, p. 8.
 62 In a collected work on Iran: Past, Present and Future (ed. J. W. Jacqz, New

 York 1976), E. Naraghi names as the three "most significant elements of Iranian
 Culture": Religion, language, and the pre-Islamic past (p. 421). On the Shi'i
 religion, he writes (3 years before the Revolution!): "The notion of the Imam in
 hiding ... implies a more personal dimension to a faith in which mysticism occu-
 pies an important place" (p. 422).

 63 "(Those who are in prison now) ... wanted nothing un-Iranian (because
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 destroy the very essence of Islam. In contrast to the Kulturnation
 propagated by the Pahlavi regime, the "dynamic" definition of
 Iranianness introduced by the Revolution clearly points to an
 understanding as Staatsnation.
 The perception and consciousness of ethnic identities within

 the Iranian nation as emerging from the Sermons seems to be
 largely similar to that prevalent during the Pahlavi period, with the
 difference that language was then considered more essential in
 determining identity than it is for the revolutionary Sermon
 speakers. As most ethno-linguistic minorities of Iran (i.e. all except
 the Azeri Turks, and maybe the tribes) are also ethno-religious
 ones, this difference can be seen, above all, in the perception of
 the Azeri Turks. While the latter are, as Shi'ites, actually not per-
 ceived as a minority at all in the Sermons (v.s.), during the Pahlavi
 period it was considered necessary to prove that they were "Turki-
 cized Iranians", i.e. Iranians having accidentally come to speak
 some Turkish dialect, so as to provide a "scientific" basis for their
 affiliation to the Iranian Nation.64 The loyalty that the Azeri Turks
 altogether proved, during and after the Revolution of 1979, to the
 (emerging) Islamic Republic, distinguishing them from such mi-
 norities as the (Sunni) Kurds, could be explained through the
 long-term process of acculturation to mainstream Persian-Shi'i
 culture which the Azeri Turks have undergone for centuries.65

 they consider Islam un-Iranian) to exist in Iran" (Khamene'i, 18.7.80: 2.230).
 Rafsanjani criticizes the attitude towards religion current during the Pahlavi pe-
 riod saying: "In the past, religion was looked upon as a 'personal opinion'; but
 the Islamic Revolution (has changed this ...)" (17.2.90: p. 7).

 64 See fn. 40.

 65 For a detailed study on Azeri ethnicity/nationality, see T. Atabaki:
 Azerbaijan. Ethnicity and autonomy in 20th century Iran, London 1993, e.g.: "During
 ... the Islamic Revolution, there was ... [no] demand by the Azerbaijanis for some
 form of ethnic recognition. In the years following ..., there was likewise no evi-
 dence of any growth of ethnic sentiment ..., except perhaps within a few intel-
 lectual circles ..." (p. 184). The case of Ayatollah Shari'at-Madari, who came out
 in open conflict to Khomeini in late 1979 and was supported mainly by Azeri
 Turks, is certainly interesting, but it seems that his being successfully ousted (by
 Khomeini) altogether proves that it was a religious-political conflict with some
 ethnic background and appearance only, and that Azeri Turkish ethnic identity
 was not strong enough to turn it into a large-scale ethnic conflict (as Menashri
 seems to hint at, see fn. 33, p. 129f.).
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 To sum up, the Iranian Revolution has considerably altered
 many aspects of Iran's political and social culture, and the way in
 which the political class sees the nation as political agent, and has
 thus affected national identity as a whole. While the Shah wanted
 to create an Iranian Kulturnation without granting its citizens
 substantial rights of political participation, the Iranian revolution-
 ary government, with its Jacobine emphasis on popular support,
 political mass mobilization, and popular participation in the politi-
 cal process (however democratic this would turn out to be), cer-
 tainly tried to make Iran into more of a Staatsnation united by a
 common political will.

 e. Language and language policy

 Considering the pivotal role language plays in many parts of the
 world as a factor determining national identity, a more detailed
 look shall be taken at how language in general, and Persian in
 particular, are used and dealt with in the Sermons. As pointed out
 above, during the Pahlavi period Persian played a crucial role for
 Iranian cultural identity (as conceived of by the government) just
 as it did (and still does) for many European nations.66 Connected
 to language is literature which, for Iranians, has long played (and
 still plays) a role probably far surpassing the one it plays for Euro-
 pean nations in defining cultural and national identity. This is
 exemplified by the great popularity of such works as Firdausi's
 national epic Shahndme and the Dawan of Hafiz whose mystical
 poems are still recited by heart, and held in very high esteem, by
 many Iranians of today.

 In emphasizing political factors of national identity, the Iranian
 Revolution certainly weakened, at least for a while, the position of
 the "language" factor among the determinants of Iranian national
 identity. The Iranian government's assertion notwithstanding that

 66 During the Pahlavi period there were various attempts and movements-
 the most well-known of these being the Farhangestan academy founded by the
 government in 1935-that tried to create a "pure" Iranian culture and language
 by purging Modern Persian of "foreign elements" (i.e. mostly Arabic and Euro-
 pean loan words).
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 there is no difference whatsoever between speakers of Persian,
 (Azeri) Turkish and Kurdish within the IRI, language certainly
 continued to play a role in defining cultural-national identity in
 general.67 There is, however, no consistent language policy of the
 IRI that would go so far as explicitly prescribing to the people
 which words they should or should not use (as the Pahlavi
 Farhangestan academy tried to do, see fn. 66). Language as such
 does not figure among the issues that Iranian-Islamic revolutionary
 ideology deals with; but since language is the means by which the
 government conveys its messages to the people, the way this means
 is used reveals much about its user. It is interesting to note that
 Iranian-Islamic governmental propaganda sometimes uses lan-
 guage in an unconventional, "newspeaking" way, in (re-)defining
 certain terms not usually considered to be of dubious meaning,
 and attributing to them a new value more compatible with revolu-
 tionary ideology.68
 There were two measures of language policy taken by the Ira-

 nian government soon after the Revolution. One was to make
 Arabic, the "Holy language of Islam", compulsory for all levels of
 primary and secondary education.69 The other was the systematic
 re-naming of toponyms (mostly city and street names), esp. all
 those containing or resembling names such as Pahlavi, shah, or the
 like.70 Interestingly, the Kurdish city of Kermanshdh, which was re-

 67 Rafsanjani, on returning from a state visit to North Korea, characterizes the
 (North) Korean people in the following way: "Their language is totally different
 from ours ... their alphabet is cuneiform (or) Chinese ... and their religion, as well,
 has no relation whatsoever to ours" (25.9.81: 4.3).

 68 E.g., 'Just is not equivalent to guiltless (or: innocent), but he who tries to
 fulfil the duties of Islam should be called just" (Montazeri, 16.10.79: 1.114); or:
 "There is no death in connection with martyrs (Pers. shahid), because [becoming
 a martyr] actually means going from this life to another ... In connection with mar-
 tyrs, [the notion of] death has to be erased from the mind" (Taleqani, 7.9.79:
 1.46).

 69 Rafsanjani, 8.1.82: 4.187. It seems self-evident to assume that Arabic is
 generally considered the "Holy language" of Islam by Iranians and other Muslim
 peoples (paralleling the usage of this term for Latin, Greek, or Hebrew, among
 Christians). To my knowledge, however, there is no such concept as "Holy lan-
 guage" in traditional Islamic philosophy or theology (but see fn. 73).

 70 "We suggest that the mayor of Teheran give one street the name Qods"
 (Taleqani, 17.8.79: 1.27). Qods [Arab. Quds] is the Arabic-Islamic name forJerusa-
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 named Bdkhtaran after the Revolution, was again given its older
 name in 1992, answering requests of the local population, with the
 argument that the suffix -shah in Kermainshdh is not etymologically
 connected to the Persian word shah ("king"). Although partly
 conveying a populist message ("Our [Islamic] people want these
 Islamic names, not those burgeois ones given by the Pahlavi re-
 gime"), these cases of re-naming in revolutionary Iran should not
 be called national-chauvinistic attempts to Iranize, but rather sym-
 bolic acts typical of revolutionary governments in the modern Era.
 Here again (as in fn. 40) a comparison should be drawn to the
 Republic of Turkey where the government's policy of giving Turk-
 ish names to all the (mostly Kurdish resp. ex-Armenian) villages of
 SE-Anatolia clearly aims at taking away an important part of local
 (Kurdish) identity, and replacing it with a Turkish national one.71
 Arabic has, of course, been held in high esteem by the Iranian

 revolutionary government from the beginning.72 The most de-
 tailed and explicit statement about Arabic to be found in the Ser-
 mons was made by Rafsanjani in 1981 in an important Sermon
 linking the fate of the Persian language directly to that of Persian
 nationality: both shall vanish as soon as Islamic unity is attained.73
 But altogether the Sermons say little about language explicitly,
 and the scarcity with which this issue comes up seems to provide
 the most important information on language as a factor of na-

 lem. Indeed, some months after this suggestion the Teherani street where the
 former Israeli embassy had been located was re-named Khiy&ibn-e felestzn ("Pales-
 tine street"). Another example showing how the regime was aware of the sym-
 bolic value attached to names is: "(The Iranian Islamist demonstrators who were
 imprisoned in Rome) answered the police asking about their names: 'Our name
 is Qods"' (Khamene'i, 15.8.80: 2.272).

 71 Another issue highlights the different official attitudes towards language in
 Iran and Turkey. At the end of some Teheran Sermon Prayers, there are not only
 short addresses frequently given in Arabic, but sometimes, from 1990 on, in
 (Azeri) Turkish as well (mostly by Ayatollah Ardabili, e.g. on 27.1. and 24.2.90).

 72 "As for the Arabs ... who are the prophet's people and speak the prophet's
 language, we are humble" (Rafsanjani, 8.1.82: 4.187).

 73 "We accept that Arabic is the language of Islam, and ... the world's holiest
 language ... we believe that in the future Arabic, not Persian, will be the inter-
 national language of Islam. We believe that, on the day the united Islamic gov-
 ernment is established, certainly its language cannot be anything but Arabic"
 (Rafsanjani, 8.1.82: 4.187).
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 tional identity in the IRI.74 In 1988, however, the then President
 of State, Khamene'i, gave a very significant speech at a conference
 on "Persian Language in Radio and Television", bearing the pro-
 grammatic title: "The Greatness of the Persian Language, and the
 Necessity of Protecting it",75 and dealing with this subject in a way
 unthinkable some years earlier. Khamene'i starts by saying that it
 is the radio-television's "revolutionary duty" to promote the na-
 tional language, and that national language constitutes the most
 important and original determinant of cultural identity for any
 nation (p. 5). Later on he speaks about the Persian language's
 international importance past and present (in the Islamic world,
 esp. in India and Central Asia), and concludes that: "(Today,)
 Persian is the language of true ... and revolutionary Islam" (p. 6).
 Then he goes on to compare Persian to Arabic and reveals that: "I
 am not sure whether the (expressional) capacity (Pers. zarfiyat) of
 Arabic equals that of Persian" (loc. cit.). Khamene'i illustrates this
 by saying that: "I don't know if (the poet) Hafez could really be
 translated into Arabic".

 Considering these selected quotations only, it should already
 become obvious in what sharp contrast these statements-made
 officially by the President of State-stand to the cautious, well-
 balanced ones made by the Sermon speakers 6 or 7 years before,
 at that time giving little weight to "essentialist" cultural factors
 such as language, and avoiding every shade of national-chauvin-
 istic pride or presumption. It is significant that Khamene'i uses
 Hafez to make his point, i.e. the most popular Iranian poet whose
 poems abound in allusions to the consumption of wine, and whose
 works therefore had been banned from publication for several
 years after the Revolution. Not only does Khamene'i, in calling
 language the most important determinant of national identity,
 ignore religion and revolutionary commitment, but his assertion
 that Persian might be of "superior (expressive) capacity" to Arabic
 could even be considered blasphemous.

 74 The same is true of one other important factor of Pahlavi national self-
 understanding mentioned earlier in this paper, viz. Iran's pre-Islamic past, which
 is totally absent from the Sermons.

 75 "Azemat-e zaban-e farsi va lozim-e herasat-e an', Nashr-e Ddnesh 8/4, Te-
 heran 1988, pp. 5-8.
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 f. Nationalism re-emerging

 All expressions of nationalism officially made by the IRI's govern-
 ment must be seen against the historical background that the IRI,
 soon after its establishment, was attacked by one of its neigh-
 bouring countries (Iraq) and thus had to mobilize and organize
 (national) defense (or later: counter-attack) against the aggressor,
 which already suggests some form of national or nationalist pre-
 sentation of the state ideology. Indeed, one need not go 9 years
 ahead from 1979 to find Sermons revealing a new quality of "na-
 tionalism" as in the case just explained. Even more noteworthy
 cases have already been reported. In one Sermon of January 1982,
 Rafsanjani states: "Even at the time ... of the prophet himself, the
 administrative cadres who managed the country were not concor-
 dant with each other in this (i.e. the Iranian-Islamic revolutionary)
 fashion." By saying this, Rafsanjani "explicitly proclaims Iran's ...
 Islamic government, and Muslim community as superior to those
 of the prophet";76 this would contradict the assertion presumedly
 implicit in all forms of "Islamic fundamentalism" that the early
 Islamic community around Muhammad represents the ideal
 model on which all subsequent (Islamic) societies should be
 shaped.

 Already from about 2 or 3 years after the Revolution, national
 issues start showing up in the Sermons more often than before. In
 1983 Rafsanjani states: "We have no choice but to realize the in-

 terests of our own country".77 The term "(national) interest" was
 used already in 1979 by Ayatollah Taleqani.78 But Ayatollah Tale-
 qani, who (from 27.7.-7.9.1979) gave the first 7 Teheran Friday
 Sermons after this tradition was reestablished and was probably
 the most charismatic and popular of all Sermon speakers, is not
 "typical". During his time, firm governmental control over the
 Sermons was not yet established. More than all other Sermon

 76 See H. Ram, loc. cit. (fn. 58), p. 46, quoting two more Sermons pointing
 to the same issue.

 77 14.5.83: 6.292.
 78 "(God,) make our government more successful for that which is the

 nation's interest (Pers. salah-e mellat)" (3.8.79: 1.14).
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 speakers he exhibited nationalistic overtones.79 In one remarkable
 case, he attributed to the Iranians the leading role among all
 the world's (Muslim?) peoples.80 In the Revolution's early days he
 was the only one of the high-ranking clerics to keep in touch with
 far-leftist groups like the Mojahedin-e Khalq that had helped so
 much bring about the Revolution. His was the idea of a broad
 national-Islamic coalition including, if possible, all those leftist
 groups that claimed to be committed to Islam (even if they
 presented views on Islam rivaling those of Khomeini and his
 followers).81 Ayatollah Taleqani died under mysterious circum-
 stances soon after the Islamic Republic was proclaimed.82
 Explicit expressions of nationalism occur seldom in the Ser-

 mons of speakers other than Ayatollah Taleqani.83 There is, how-
 ever, one "permissible" way to self-praise the Iranian nation: Em-
 phasizing the great contribution that Iranians have made to the
 historical development and achievements of Islamic religion and
 civilization. These "religiously disguised" praises, found in several
 Sermons, often go along with the mentioning of SalmOn the Persian,
 who (according to Islamic tradition) is said to be the first Persian
 convert to Islam, and has for a long time been one of the most
 popular figures of Iranian-Islamic folk tradition.84

 79 E.g., "The government has to support the nation, and the nation [has to
 support] the government" (31.8.79: 1.38); "this our great nation (Pers. mellat-e
 'azm-e ma) ..." (17.8.79: 1.27).

 80 "You Iranians ... must be the torch-bearers (Pers. mash'aldar) of Islam in the
 world of unbelief ... we (Iranians) have the world's leadership" (10.8.79: 1.21).

 81 All those leftist groups were later, one by one, neutralized, and their mem-
 bers imprisoned or eliminated by the government.

 82 On A. Taleqani's life and work, see H. Dabashi, Theology of Discontent, New
 York 1993, pp. 216-272.

 83 E.g., "The courageous and victorious Iranian nation ..." (Khamene'i,
 11.4.80: 2.104); "Iranian intelligence and initiative is, altogether, bigger than
 that of the Western nations" (Montazeri, 12.10.79: 1.95); "The Iranian nation,
 with its sagacity and self-awareness ..." (Khamene'i, 18.10.80: 2.5); "Our nation
 is really the best of all nations, the noblest of all nations" (Kashani, 1.1.82:
 4.175).

 84 "Muhammad put his hand on Salman's shoulder and said: 'The people of
 this man's country ... will play a prominent role for Islam' ... (and indeed) after
 the 1st century of Islam, the majority of (Islamic) scientists, philosophers and
 clerics ... were Iranians" (Taleqani, 10.8.79: 1.21); "(Muhammad spoke to
 Salman:) 'Even if the (Islamic) belief were (hidden) in the Pleiades, this man's
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 Two other issues, compared to one another, can serve to dem-
 onstrate how the national point of view found its way back to
 Iranian-Islamic revolutionary discourse. Firstly, the Israeli-Palestin-
 ian conflict has often been called an "international" or "universal"

 issue by Sermon speakers, thus emphasizing the (almost) unani-
 mous international criticism of the "treatment" of Palestinians by
 Israeli authorities.85 Secondly, the treatment of leftist groups by
 IRI authorities, which the Sermon speakers know raises interna-
 tional criticism, is in 1983 called a "national issue" so as to mini-
 mize this criticism.86 The contrast between Rafsanjani's statement

 and those made earlier by Taleqani and Khamene'i (although the
 contexts are different) is striking. In the triumphant revolutionary
 atmosphere of 1979, when Islamists' hopes ran high that the Ira-
 nian Revolution would automatically spread to other Muslim coun-
 tries, statements like that by Rafsanjani pointing to the principles
 of national sovereignty and non-interference would hardly have
 been expected.87

 The tendencies of re-emerging nationalism discussed above are
 no expressions of excessive, frantic national chauvinism; many
 politicians all over the world-Muslim and non-Muslim, democra-
 tic and non-democratic-address their people as the "most intel-
 ligent nation", or talk openly about the "national interest". The
 expressions of Iranian nationalism occurring in the Sermons de-
 rive their specific significance from the fact that they contradict

 fellow-citizens would understand it.' This is (Muhammad's) highest praise for the
 Iranians ... In the course of Islamic history, the contribution of the Iranian na-
 tion (!) was very great ... the 6 hadzth-authors most revered by Sunnis were Ira-
 nians" (Montazeri, 7.12.79: 1.168).

 85 E.g. Taleqani: "Our destiny is not separate from (that of) the Palestinians"
 (27.7.79: 1.6). Or Khamene'i: "The Palestinian issue is part of the Iranian one"
 (1.8.80: 2.249). Emphasizing the religious aspect: "[The fact that Israel has oc-
 cupied the Dome of the Rocks] is a problem not only for Muslims and Christians,
 but for (all) the world's free human beings, and for all divine religions"
 (Taleqani, 17.8.79: 1.26).

 86 "(These leftist groups), as far as they are Iranians, we deal with them (and
 not the Soviet Union)" (Rafsanjani, 14.5.83: 6.293).

 87 In a different context the Sermons sometimes speak about the principle of
 national sovereignty, by claiming that the IRI was not trying to export its revo-
 lution, e.g.: "It isn't our right to interfere in other countries" (Rafsanjani,
 20.12.81: 4.161).
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 the internationalist ideology to which the Sermon speakers are
 ostensibly committed. Another Sermon serves to show how deeply
 the concept of "nation" is rooted in Iranian-Islamic ideology and
 its political world-view. In 1982, Rafsanjani criticized the organisa-
 tional structure of the United Nations, viz. the power of veto with
 which the UN's 5 permanent members can block any resolution
 (esp. against Israel) issued by the majority of UN members.88 It is
 not surprising that Rafsanjani speaks against the USA's power of
 veto in the UN, but the way in which he does it: although severely
 criticizing the UN, he by no means questions the existence of the
 UN (a union of nations should, according to Iranian-Islamic revo-
 lutionary ideology, be as superfluous as the nations themselves).
 By contrast, by criticizing the UN's organisational structure con-
 structively ("power to majority votes!"), Rafsanjani strongly speaks
 in favour of the UN as an international organisation.89 This passage
 seems to show that the leadership of the IRI considers Iran a regu-
 lar member of the international community of states, without ac-
 tual aspirations of leaving or destroying this community.90

 88 "(With this power of veto) they (i.e. the USA) can block everything, from
 where do they get the right for this? ... (Aren't you ashamed to talk) about
 economic justice, democracy, law of nations and majority? ... Are you our grand-
 fathers? ... Even the prophet was bound to respect the majority vote, and had no
 power of veto" (22.1.82: 4.208f.).

 89 Here Rafsanjani does not distinguish between "Muslim" and "non-Muslim"
 members of the community of states, which can be said to contradict the tenets
 of traditional Islamic Law working largely upon this distinction. The obligation
 of jihad, i.e. in its main sense "military action with the object of the expansion
 of Islam", would allow Muslim states-in theory-to make peace with non-Muslim
 states or communities only provisionally or temporarily, let alone international
 relations on the basis of equality (see E. Tyan: 'Djihad', Encyclopaedia of Islam,
 New Edition, vol. II, Leiden 1965, pp. 538-540).

 90 Constructive suggestions to UN organisations are a recurrent theme in the
 Sermons to this day. E.g. Ayatollah Yazdi said that "the UNESCO ... must re-
 proach Saddam Husain for burning historical Islamic monuments" (1.6.91: p.
 11). Rafsanjani, in another Sermon, called naming Saddam Husain an "aggres-
 sor" by the UN one of the "sweetest victories (of the IRI)" (7.3.92: p. 11).
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 III. Conclusion

 The main issue of this study has been to trace the conflict between
 "Iranian nationalism" and "Iranian-Islamic revolutionary ideol-
 ogy" on the levels of concept and way of argumentation. What distin-
 guishes both ideologies from one another most is their particular-
 istic resp. universalistic appeal. This distinction-"nationalism vs.
 Islamism", in short-must not be confounded with that of "nation
 vs. religion". Both (Iranian) nationalism and (Iranian) Islamism
 can draw on various concepts, feelings and symbols belonging on
 (seemingly) opposite sides. "Nationalism", in Iran as in many
 other countries, can be nurtured by religious feelings or traditions,
 as it was shown with the narrative about Salman the Persian (II.f.).
 Iranian nationality itself, which determines the framework of na-
 tionalist practice, is firmly based on religious grounds, viz. Shi'i
 Islam (e.g. II.c.). On the other hand (Iranian) Islamism, as a
 political ideology, shows many secular aspects and facets outside
 the range of religion (II.d.).

 In this context, the discovery (II.b.) that the Persian equivalent
 for "nation", mellat, cannot really be separated from the religious
 sphere, appears in a new light. It has been explained that it is
 conceptually impossible to clearly separate "nation" from "religion",
 "national community" from "religious community", within the
 Iranian socio-political world-view as emerging from the Teheran
 Friday Sermons. At a deep level of Iranian identity, Shi'i Islam and
 the historically grown Iranian nation state are tightly bound to
 each other. The incompatibility of the (Western-inspired) nation
 state model with the Islamist state ideal, often expressed in the
 Sermons, would then seem to be a construct. The latter would be

 due more to Iranian discontent about Iran's actual political and
 economic situation as compared to other nations, than about the
 nation state order in general. Iranian-Islamic revolutionary ideol-
 ogy, as apparent from the Sermons, certainly does aspire to some
 form of Islamic unity perhaps eventually overcoming nation state
 borders. But for the moment, the Sermon speakers can only con-
 ceive of an Islamic unity within the existing nation state order.
 During the early days of the Iranian Revolution, "Islamic Revolu-
 tion" and the commitment to its ideology far surpassed everything
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 else, including the trinity of revolutionary ideals ("Islamic govern-
 ment, freedom, and independence"). A few years later, the "Revo-
 lution" came down from its high position, finding itself, within
 another trinity, on one and the same level with Islam and the
 nation.91 The commitment to the Islamic Revolution can now be

 understood as generating the very commitment that it was originally
 meant to replace: that to the nation and home-country.92

 91 "We will prevent anything being done against Islam, (our) nation and the
 Islamic revolution." (Rafsanjani, 14.5.83: 6.292).

 92 "If you are not interested in the Islamic Revolution, (then) ... are you not
 interested in (your) country? What do you consider your home country?"
 (Kashani, 4.12.81: 4.131).
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